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the story of all access

While serving as a missionary in Haiti, founder Lane Kipp met Isna, a 15 pound three-year-old girl starving to
death. While feeding her, he had the awful realization, "There are hundreds of millions of others just like Isna
around the world in desperate need." This encounter sparked two years of research to figure out what we can
do to help all of the Isna's of the world, and why we haven't been able to fix this problem by now.

Meet Isna

"What would it take to end global physical and spiritual poverty?"
As a result his research, he learned that we can end global poverty, but it can't be accomplished the way charity
is currently being done. Although the American church has more financial power, capability and influence than
ever, more than half of the world still lives in urgent physical and spiritual need. Every year, more funds are
given to charitable efforts than what global economists predict it would take to end global poverty. So where is
the money going and why aren't we seeing the change?

This led to the disturbing discovery of four systemic problems of the current state of non-profit development
work: The lack of financial efficiency and transparency of charities, as well as the ineffective and unsustainable
efforts of much global aid work, particularly by faith-based organizations.

Introducing All Access International

There's a major problem with the current state of charity.

After years or research and coordination with experts in the field, Lane launched All Access International, a new
innovative approach to global missions that addresses the four systemic problems of the non-profit sector
while expediting the global missions endeavor. This approach is our best, and possibly only chance, at a world
free of physical and spiritual poverty.

Isna



1.3B

the problem

on top of that

3.2B people with no access to
the Gospel
Data source: Joshua Project

people living in extreme poverty
Data source: 2020 MPI

4.5B people living in physical
or spiritual poverty

Many charity organizations
pocket hundreds of millions of
dollars of your donations, about
20-40% of it, for their own profit
in the name of poor.

58%
that is

of the
WORLD

"If we treat only the symptoms or
if we misdiagnose the underlying
problem, we will not improve
their situation, and we might
actually make their lives worse.” -
Steve Corbett

We have the means to
end global physical

and spiritual poverty.

But we're not.

So what's the
solution?

"The West spent $2.3 trillion on
foreign aid and still had not
managed to get twelve-cent
medicines to children to prevent half
of all malaria deaths." - development
expert William Easterly

inefficient ineffective unsustainable

Leadership of Christian charities
pocket hundreds of millions of your
donations (about 20-40%) for profit
every year, funds that could be used
to help those in urgent need around
the world.



Providing our donors strategic financial
management to maximize their
sustainable impact through top

performing projects.

We work to lead the industry in:
Efficiency

Effectiveness
Sustainability
Transparency

For all people to be free from
physical and spiritual poverty.

Our Mission

To reach every unreached people group
with the Gospel and liberate every

person from extreme poverty.

Our Goals

Our Method

Our Core Values

the solution
Efficiency

Sustainability

Transparency

Effectiveness

Provide donors an account where 100% of contributions are dedicated
solely to funding projects.

Strategically finance projects in the areas of the world with the most need to
meet global metrics through the most efficient and effective organizations.

Report everything back to the donor: How every penny is used, the progress
of the projects, the stories of lives changed, and the global impact made.

Implement the principles and practices suggested by global and local experts
to ensure no harm is done and that maximum impact is achieved.

It's that simple.

https://www.allaccessinternational.org/


All Access International publicly launched as a 501(c)3 non-profit organization.

The Collective Fund raised $34,658.54 that is 100% dedicated to funding projects.

Project 001 is anticipated to be more cost effective and sustainable than sending
Western missionaries.

2020 Wins
August 21, 2020

Maximizing your impact

Incredible generosity

August 21, 2020

December 31, 2020
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The necessary expenses of All Access account for less than 0.4% of all contributions.
Best-in-class efficiency

https://www.allaccessinternational.org/


The Collective Fund
83%

All Access Operations
17%

$41,951.30

All Access International is divided into two independent financial accounts.
Every donor has the freedom to decide which account to contribute to:

"In my 36 years as a CPA, All Access is simply the most transparent charitable giving platform that I have ever experienced."
- Buddy C., Board Member

2020 CONTRIBUTIONS

Donations to All Access International are tax-deductable.

let's talk financials

TOTAL 2020 CONTRIBUTIONS GIVE

The Collective Fund

All Access Operations
Contributions go toward managing and advancing The Collective Fund's impact

100% of contributions go toward funding poverty alleviation projects

click to

https://www.allaccessinternational.org/
https://www.allaccessinternational.org/take-action
https://www.allaccessinternational.org/take-action
https://www.allaccessinternational.org/take-action
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The Collective Fund
100%

100 percent!
Yep, every penny contributed to The Collective Fund
will go toward our projects.

details
the collective fund
The Collective fund is a joint account of contributors solely dedicated to funding projects.
It is maximized by All Access to make the biggest impact possible, and is never used for
overhead expenses.

new projects!
Exciting new projects are coming in 2021 that will
help those in most need around the world.

funds stretched!
Project 001 is on par to be more efficient and
effective than sending Western missionaries.

22 contributors in 2020
CONTRIBUTE

TOTAL 2020 CONTRIBUTIONS

$34,658.54

click to

https://www.allaccessinternational.org/the-collective-fund
https://donorbox.org/the-collective-fund-all-access
https://donorbox.org/the-collective-fund-all-access


Net Revenue
81.4%

Fundraising
14.6%

Donor Services
2%

TOTAL 2020 CONTRIBUTIONS

$7,292.76

all access operations
All Access Operations is a separate account partners donate to in order to
advance the growth and impact of The Collective Fund and cover necessary
operating expenses.

fundraiser success!
The golf polo fundraiser brought in $1,533 and
covered all of the operating expenses for 2020.

Refer to the appendix for a list of every single operational expense.

details

efficiency achieved!
The necessary expenses of All Access accounts
for less than 0.4% of all donated funds.

every expense shown!
Every month, partners receive an updated list of
our expenses that month. Refer to the appendix
for a list of every single operational expense.

PARTNER

TOTAL 2020 EXPENSES

click to

https://donorbox.org/all-access-operations
https://donorbox.org/all-access-operations
https://donorbox.org/all-access-operations


Partner: Transform East Alliance
Location: West Bengal, India
Timeline: January 2021 - December 2021
Goal: Plant 100 indigenous, multiplying churches in West Bengal in 2021
Metrics: Joshua Project, IMB Research, Operation World
Financials: $20,000

Partner: TBD
Location: TBD
Timeline: To begin in 2021
Goal: Increase nutrition and economic opportunity among the impoverished
Metrics: 2020 Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI)
Financials: TBD

Project Updates

PROJECT

001

PROJECT

002

Church Planting in India

Poverty Alleviation in Sub-Saharan Africa

IN PROGRESS

UNDER
CONSTRUCTION



Core Values

Efficiency
$0.00 of donations to The Collective Fund have been used
for overhead expenses.

Our first project is anticipated to be significantly more cost
effective than sending Western missionaries, according to
our survey data from 7 of the top US missionary sending
agencies. On average, it takes $88,000/yr. per missionary,
and 500 missionaries to plant 104 churches a year.

Effectiveness
We have surveyed and vetted organizations in our database
to determine who can most effectively meet our goals and
mission of ending global physical and spiritual poverty.

Our first project is expected to be significantly more effective
than sending Western missionaries, as mentioned to the left.

Sustainability
Our projects implement the advice of global and local experts
to ensure no harm is done and to maximize our sustainable
impact.

Our first project is with a proven indigenous ministry that is
experienced with the culture and language of the locals.

Transparency
Donors have received monthly updates and quarterly reports
with financial details, expenses, project updates and even
pictures and stories from the field.

Want to see more info, just shoot an email to
info@allaccessinternational.org!

Well, how did we do?

https://www.allaccessinternational.org/our-values


Donor Feedback

"My favorite part of donating to All Access is the forthright reporting - knowing exactly what the donated money is being used
towards and that 0% goes towards a CEO's exuberant salary or inefficient fundraising. I completely trust All Access with
making the most of my donations due to their high standards and strong moral values. There is no other non-profit that is this
transparent with their donors because All Access truly doesn't have anything to hide."

Hear it straight from them.

- Amanda T.

"After donating, we like following the monthly and quarterly updates on the partner page that show us exactly where the
money goes and how they maximize its impact - with account balances, expenses, project summaries and updates, and even
pictures from the field. The complete transparency is refreshing and the incredible impact gives us the confidence and
motivation to continue donating." - John D.

"We love the transparency and the efforts to maximize the contributions!" - Turner H.

Have questions or want to learn more? Email us at info@allaccessinternational.org!

"Making contributions to The Collective Fund allows you to designate that 100% of your donations are put to work to meet the
spiritual and humanitarian needs of those most in need…and you receive regular updates on the specific outcomes that result
from your donations.  I would be happy to discuss any questions you have as you work to be the best possible steward of your
international missions giving dollars.” - Buddy C, CPA and Board Member



Thank you

Lane Kipp
President

"The world has all the means necessary to end global poverty in our lifetime, but it's not going to happen if
we keep doing charity the way it's currently being done. All Access is our solution to this problem and can
expedite the global missions endeavor exponentially. We hope to provide the most effective and
sustainable aid to those in desperate need, as well as the most efficient and transparent experience for our
donors. Thank you for entrusting All Access with the strategic management of your charitable giving
towards ending global physical and spiritual poverty."

All Access International
Board of Directors

Lane Kipp
Chair

Buddy Carter, CPA
Director

Grant Glover
Director

email us at
info@allaccessinternational.org

 
visit us online at

allaccessinternational.org
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2020
Expenses
Have you ever seen an organization
release every expense? You have now.



2020
Global Metrics
Informed donors are powerful weapons in this
fight against poverty.

Physical Poverty

Unreached People Groups

2020 Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI)

Joshua Project

IMB Research

http://hdr.undp.org/en/2020-MPI
https://joshuaproject.net/
https://www.imb.org/research/

